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Abstract
The fact that graphics processors (GPUs) are today’s
most powerful computational hardware for the dollar has
motivated researchers to utilize the ubiquitous and powerful GPUs for general-purpose computing. Recent GPUs
feature the single-program multiple-data (SPMD) multicore
architecture instead of the single-instruction multiple-data
(SIMD). However, unlike CPUs, GPUs devote their transistors mainly to data processing rather than data caching and
flow control, and consequently most of the powerful GPUs
with many cores do not support any synchronization mechanisms between their cores. This prevents GPUs from being
deployed more widely for general-purpose computing.
This paper aims at bridging the gap between the lack
of synchronization mechanisms in recent GPU architectures and the need of synchronization mechanisms in parallel applications. Based on the intrinsic features of recent
GPU architectures, we construct strong synchronization objects like wait-free and t-resilient read-modify-write objects
for a general model of recent GPU architectures without
strong hardware synchronization primitives like test-andset and compare-and-swap. Accesses to the wait-free objects have time complexity O(N ), whether N is the number of processes. Our result demonstrates that it is possible to construct wait-free synchronization mechanisms for
GPUs without the need of strong synchronization primitives
in hardware and that wait-free programming is possible for
GPUs.

1

Introduction

Graphics processors (GPUs) are emerging as powerful
computational co-processors for general purpose computations. The demands of graphics as well as non-graphics applications have driven GPUs to be today’s most powerful
computational hardware for the dollar [16]. Since GPUs are
specialized for computation-intensive highly-parallel applications (e.g. graphics rendering), unlike CPUs, GPUs devote more transistors to data processing rather than data
caching and flow control. Current GPUs are capable of
about ten times as many GFLOPS1 as current CPUs. GPU
computational power doubles every ten months (surpassing
the Moore’s Law for traditional microprocessors) whereas
CPU computational power doubles every seventeen months.
These facts have motivated researchers to utilize the ubiquitous and powerful GPU for general-purpose computing
such as physics simulations, data mining and signal processing [16]. Moreover, unlike previous GPU architectures, which are single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD),
recent GPU architectures (e.g. Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) [1]) are single-program multiple-data
(SPMD). The latter consists of multiple SIMD multiprocessors of which each, at the same time, can execute a different
instruction. This extends the set of general-purpose applications on GPUs, which are no longer restricted to follow
the SIMD-programming model.
However, the recent GPU architecture also creates challenges on synchronization between its SIMD multiprocessors (or SIMD cores). Since the GPU is designed to de1 Giga
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vote transistors to computation rather than data caching and
flow control, most of the current powerful GPUs with many
cores (e.g. NVIDIA Tesla series with up to 64 cores and
GeForce 8800 series with 16 cores) do not support strong
synchronization primitives like test-and-set and compareand-swap [1]. Due to lack of synchronization mechanisms
between the SIMD cores, the SIMD cores cannot safely
communicate with each other through shared memory [1].
On the other hand, most of the parallel applications need
some synchronization mechanism to synchronize their concurrent processes. The fact prevents the GPU from being
deployed more widely.
The paper aims at bridging the gap between the lack of
synchronization mechanisms in the GPU architecture and
the need of synchronization mechanisms in parallel applications. Based on the intrinsic features of recent GPU architectures, we first generalize the architectures to an abstract
model of a chip with multiple SIMD cores sharing a memory (cf. Section 2). Each core can process M threads (in
a SIMD manner) in one clock cycle. Each thread of a core
accesses the shared memory using (atomic) read/write operations. Then, we construct wait-free and t-resilient synchronization objects [4, 10] for this model. The wait-free
and t-resilient objects can be deployed as building blocks in
parallel programming to help parallel applications tolerate
crash failures and gain performance [13, 15, 19, 20].
We observe that due to SIMD architecture each SIMD
core with M hardware threads can read/write M memory locations in one atomic step. Using the M -register
read/write operations we construct a wait-free (long-lived)
read-modify-write (RMW) objects in the case the number
N of cores is not greater than (2M − 2) (cf. Section 4).
In the case N > (2M − 2), we construct (2M − 3)resilient RMW objects using only the M -register operations
and read/write registers (cf. Section 5). It has been proved
that (2M − 3) is the maximum number of crash failures
that a system with M -register assignments and read/write
registers can tolerate while ensuring consensus for correct
processes2 [5, 10]. Therefore, from a fault-tolerant point
of view, these wait-free/resilient objects are the best we
can achieve. To the best of our knowledge, research on
constructing wait-free and (2M − 3)-resilient long-lived
RMW objects using only M -register read/write operations
and read/write registers has not been reported previously.
In order to construct the wait-free/resilient long-lived
RMW objects for this model, there are challenges to be handled. First, unlike short-lived wait-free/resilient consensus
objects [5, 10] in which the object variables are used once
during the object life-time, long-lived wait-free/resilient
consensus objects must allow processes to re-use the object
variables so as to keep the object size bounded. This implies
that the long-lived objects must include a wait-free/resilient
2 Correct

processes are processes that do not crash in the execution.

memory management mechanism [11, 14] inside themselves. Another challenge is that processes concurrently
accessing a wait-free/resilient long-lived read-modify-write
object must agree on a proposal that contains all responses
to the object operations suggested by the processes. Therefore, unlike the process proposal in the consensus object,
the process proposal in the RMW object is unable to be
stored within one register. Since M -register assignment can
atomically write M values to M memory locations only
if each value can be stored in one register, the RMW object must handle the proposal-size issue while tolerating the
same number of crash failures (2M − 3) as the consensus
object.
The main contribution of this paper is to design a set
of universal synchronization objects capable of empowering
the programmer with the necessary and sufficient tools for
wait-free programming on graphics processors. The technical contributions of this paper are threefold:
• We develop a wait-free long-lived consensus object
for N = (2M − 2) processes using only M -register
read/write operations and read/write registers. The
consensus algorithm has time complexity O(N ) (cf.
Section 3). The time complexity is better than the time
complexity O(N 2 ) of the well-known short-lived consensus algorithm using M -register assignments [10].
The short-lived consensus algorithm needs to construct
a directed graph of processes in the second phase, leading to the time complexity O(N 2 ).
• We develop a wait-free long-lived RMW object for
N = (2M − 2) processes using only M -register
read/write operations and read/write registers. Accesses to the RMW object have time complexity O(N )
(cf. Section 4). This result implies that it is possible to construct wait-free synchronization mechanisms
for GPUs without the need of strong synchronization
primitives in hardware.
• We develop a (2M − 3)-resilient long-lived RMW object for an arbitrary number N of processes using only
M -register read/write operations and read/write registers (cf. Section 5).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents a general model of a chip with multiple SIMDcores on which the new wait-free/resilient objects are developed. Section 3 presents the wait-free long-lived consensus
object for N = (2M − 2) processes. Section 4 presents the
wait-free RMW object for N = (2M − 2) processes. Section 5 presents the (2M − 3)-resilient RMW object for an
arbitrary number N of processes. Section 6 suggests a solution to make the round number bounded. Finally, Section
7 concludes this paper.

2

The Model

Inspired by emerging media/graphics processing unit architectures like CUDA [1] and Cell BE [18], the abstract
system model we consider in this paper is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The model consists of N SIMD-cores sharing
a shared memory and each core can process M threads
(in a SIMD manner) in one clock cycle. For instance,
the GeForce 8800GTX graphics processor, which is the
flagship of the CUDA architecture family, has 16 SIMDcores/SIMD-multiprocessors, each of which processes up
to 16 concurrent threads in one clock cycle.
SIMD core

SIMD core

...

SIMD core

Shared Memory

Figure 1. The abstract model of a chip with
multiple SIMD-cores
Since powerful media/graphics processing units with
many cores (e.g. NVIDIA Tesla series with up to 64
cores and GeForce 8800 series with 16 cores) do not support strong synchronization primitives like test-and-set and
compare-and-swap [1], we make no assumption on the existence of such strong synchronization primitives in this
model. In this model, each of the M threads of one SIMD
core can read/write one memory location in one atomic step.
Due to SIMD architecture, each SIMD core can read/write
M different memory locations in one atomic step or, in
order words, each SIMD core can execute M _R EAD and
M _A SSIGNMENT (atomic) operations.
Different cores can concurrently execute different user
programs and a process, which sequentially executes instructions of a program on one core, can crash due to the
program errors. The failure category considered in this
model is the crash failure: a failed process cannot take
another step in the execution. This model supports the
strongly t-resilient formulation in which the access procedure at some port3 of an object is infinite only if the access
procedures in more than t other ports of the object are finite,
nonempty and incomplete in the object execution [5].
Terminology Synchronization objects are conventionally
classified by consensus number, the maximum number of
processes for which the object can solve a consensus problem [10]. An n-consensus object allows n processes to propose their values and subsequently returns only one of these
3 An object that allows N processes to access concurrently is considered
having N ports.

values to all the n processes. A short-lived (resp. longlived) consensus object is a consensus object in which the
object variables are used once (resp. many times) during
the object life-time. An object implementation is wait-free
if any process can complete any operation on the object in
a finite number of steps regardless of the execution speeds
of other processes [10, 12, 17]. An object implementation
is t-resilient if non-faulty processes can complete their operations as long as no more than t processes fail [6, 8].

3

Wait-free Long-lived Consensus Objects
Using M _assignment for N = 2M − 2

In this section, we consider the following consensus
problem. Each process is associated with a round number before participating in a consensus protocol. The round
number must satisfy Requirement 3.1. The problem is
to construct a long-lived object that guarantees consensus
among processes with the same consensus number (or processes within the same round) using M _A SSIGNMENT operation. Since i) the adversary can arrange all N processes
to be in the same round and ii) the M _A SSIGNMENT operation has consensus number (2M − 2), we cannot construct any wait-free objects that guarantee consensus for
more than (2M − 2) processes using only the operation and
read/write registers [10], or N ≤ (2M − 2) must hold. The
constructed wait-free long-lived consensus object will be
used as a building block to construct wait-free read-modifywrite objects in Section 4.
Requirement 3.1. The requirements for processes’ round
number:
• a process’ round number must be increasing and be
updated only by this process,
• processes get a round number r only if the round (r −
1) has finished, and
• processes declare their current round number in
shared variables before participating in a consensus
protocol.
At this moment, round numbers are assumed to be unbounded for the sake of simplicity. Solutions to make the
round numbers bounded are presented in Section 6.
In the rest of this section, we presents a wait-free longlived consensus (LLC) object for N = (2M − 2) processes
using M _A SSIGNMENT operations. The LLC object is developed from the short-lived consensus (SLC) object using
M_A SSIGNMENT in [10]. The LLC object will be used to
achieve an agreement among processes in the same round.
Unlike the SLC object, variables in the LLC object that are
used in the current round can be reused in the next rounds.
The LLC object, moreover, must handle the case that some
processes (e.g. slow processes) belonging to other rounds

try to modify the shared data/variables that are being used
in the current round.
Algorithm 1 L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS( bufi : proposal)
invoked by process pi
ROU N D[1...N ] : contains current round numbers of N processes.
ROU N D[i] is written by only process pi and can be read by all N processes. ROU N D[i] must be set before pi calls this L ONG L IVED C ON SENSUS procedure.
REG[ ][ ]: 2-writer registers. REG[i][j] can be written by processes pi and pj . For the sake of simplicity, we use a virtual array
M (M −1)
as follows
2W R[1..M ][1..M ] that is mapped to REG of size
2

REG[i][j] if i > j
2W R[i][j] =
REG[j][i] if i < j
1W R[1...M ][0...1]: 1-writer registers. 1W R[i] can be written by only
process pi .
Input: a unique proposal bufi for pi and pi ’s round number
ROU N D[i]
Output: a proposal or ⊥
1L: gId ← b Mi−1 c // Divide processes into 2 groups of size (M − 1)
with group ID gId ∈ {0, 1}
// Phase I:Find an agreement in pi ’s group with indices {gId(M −
1) + 1, · · · , gId(M − 1) + M − 1}
2L: f irst ← F IRSTAGREEMENT(bufi , gId) // f irst is the proposal of
the earliest process of group gId in pi ’s round
3L: if f irst =⊥ then
4L:
return ⊥ // pi ’s round had finished and a new round started
5L: end if
// Phase II: Find an agreement with the other group with indices
{(¬gId)(M − 1) + 1, · · · , (¬gId)(M − 1) + M − 1}
6L: winner ← S ECONDAGREEMENT(f irst, gId)
7L: if winner =⊥ then
8L:
return ⊥ // pId’s round had finished and a new round started
9L: end if
10L: return winner

The algorithm of the wait-free LLC object using
M_A SSIGNMENT is presented in Algo. 1. Before a process pi invokes the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure,
pi ’s round number must be declared in the shared variable
ROU N D[i]. The procedure returns i) ⊥ if pi ’s round had
finished and a newer round started or ii) one of the proposal
data proposed in pi ’s round.
A process pi proposes its data by passing its proposal
data to the procedure. Like the SLC object in [10], when
the proposal data is unique for each process and can be
stored in a register, the LLC object can work directly on
the proposal data. However, when the proposal data is either not unique for each process or larger than the register size, which makes M_A SSIGNMENT no longer able to
atomically write M proposal data, our LLC object works on
the references to (or addresses of) the proposal data with the
condition that processes allocate their own memory to contain their proposal data. In this case, applications using the
LLC object must ensure that processes, after achieving an
agreed reference ref , read the correct proposal data matching ref . Even though processes get the same reference ref

via the LLC object, the data to which the reference refers
may change, making processes get different data.
Like the SLC algorithm [10], the LLC algorithm divides
the group of (2M − 2) processes into two fixed equal subgroups of (M −1) processes (line 1L). In the first phase, the
invoking process pi finds the proposal of the earliest process
of its group in its current round (line 2L). Then in the second phase, pi uses the agreement achieved among its group
in the first phase as its proposal for finding an agreement
with its opposite group in its round (line 6L).
Note that pi ’s round number is unchanged when pi is
executing the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure. If pi ’s
round already finished, the procedure returns ⊥ since pi is
not allowed to participate in a consensus protocol of a round
to which it doesn’t belong (lines 4L and 8L).
Algorithm 2 F IRSTAGREEMENT(bufi : proposal; gId: bit)
invoked by process pi

Output: ⊥ or the proposal of the earliest process in pi ’s round
1F: M_A SSIGNMENT({1W R[i][gId], 2W R[i][α
+
1], · · · , 2W R[i][α + M − 1]}, {bufi , · · · , bufi }), where
α = gId(M − 1)
2F: f irst ← i // Initialize the winner f irst of pi ’s group to pi
3F: for k in α + 1, · · · , α + M − 1 do
4F:
{f irst, ref } ← O RDERING(f irst, k, gId) // Find the earliest
process f irst of pi ’s group in pi ’s round
5F:
if f irst =⊥ then
6F:
return ⊥ // pId’s round had finished and a new round started
7F:
end if
8F: end for
9F: return ref // f irst’s proposal in pi ’s round

The F IRSTAGREEMENT procedure (cf. Algo. 2) simply
scans all members of pi ’s group to find the earliest process
using the O RDERING procedure (cf. Algo. 5). The O RDER ING procedure receives as input two processes and returns
the preceding one together with its proposal in pi ’s round.
Since the preceding order is transitive, the variable f irst
after the for-loop is the first process of pi ’s group in pi ’s
round.
The S ECONDAGREEMENT procedure (cf. Algo. 3) is
an innovative improvement of the abstract idea in the SLC
algorithm [10]. The SLC algorithm suggests the idea of
constructing a directed graph between two groups each of
(M − 1) processes with property that there is an edge from
Pl to Pk if Pl and Pk are in different groups and the formers
assignment precedes the latter’s (or the former precedes the
latter for short). Constructing such a directed graph has time
complexity O(M 2 ) since each member of one group must
be checked with (M − 1) members of the other group.
However, the S ECONDAGREEMENT procedure finds an
agreement with time complexity only O(M ). The idea is
that we can find a process pw in a group G0 that precedes
all members of the other group G1 without the need of such
a directed graph. Such a process is called source. Since all
members of G1 are preceded by pw , they cannot be sources.

Algorithm 3 S ECONDAGREEMENT(f irst: proposal; gId:
bit) invoked by process pi
1S: M_A SSIGNMENT({1W R[i][¬gId], 2W R[i][β
+
1], · · · , 2W R[i][β + M − 1]}, {f irst, · · · , f irst}), where
β = (¬gId)(M − 1)
2S: winner ← i // Initialize the winner winner to pi
3S: w_gId ← gId // Initialize the winner’s group ID w_gId
4S: pivot[w_gId] ← i // Set pivots for both groups to check all members
of each group in a round-robin manner
5S: pivot[¬w_gId] ← β + 1 // The smallest index in winner’s opposite
group
6S: next ← pivot[¬w_gId]
7S: repeat
8S:
previous ← winner
9S:
{winner, ref } ← O RDERING(winner, next, ¬w_gId)
10S:
if winner =⊥ then
11S:
return ⊥ // pId’s round had finished and a new round started
12S:
else if winner 6= previous then
13S:
w_gId ← ¬w_gId // winner now belongs to the other
group
14S:
next ← previous
15S:
end if
16S:
next ← the next member index in next’s group in a round-robin
manner.
17S: until next = pivot[¬w_gId] // All members of winner’s opposite
group have been checked
18S: return ref // The reference to winner’s proposal in round roundi

All sources must be members of pw ’s group G0 , which suggest the same proposal, their agreement achieved in the first
phase. Therefore, all processes in both groups will achieve
an agreement, the agreement of pw ’s group.
The S ECONDAGREEMENT procedure utilizes the transitive property of the preceding order to achieve the better
time complexity O(M ). Fig. 2 illustrates the procedure.
Assume that process pi belongs to group 0, which is marked
as p0i in the figure. The procedure sets a pivot index for each
group (e.g. pivot0 = p0i and pivot1 = p11 ) and checks members of each group in a round-robin manner starting from
the group’s pivot (lines 4S and 5S). In the figure, p0i , which
is the temporary winner (line 2S), consecutively checks the
members of group 1: p11 , p12 and p13 , and discovers that it
precedes p11 and p12 but it is preceded by p13 . At this point,
the temporary winner winner is changed from p0i to p13 and
p13 starts to checks the members of group 0 starting from
p0i+1 (lines 12S-14S). Then, p13 discovers that it precedes
p0i+1 but it is preceded by p0i+2 . At this point, the temporary winner winner is again changed from p13 to p0i+2 . p0i+2
continues to check the members of group 1 starting from p14 ,
the index before which p0i stopped, instead of starting from
pivot1 = p11 (lines 12S-14S). It is clear from the figure that
p12 for
p11 and p0i+2
p0i+2 precedes p11 and p12 (or p0i+2
0
1
0
0
short) since pi+2
p3
pi and pi precedes both p11 and
1
p2 . Therefore, as long as the temporary winner (e.g. p0i+2 )
checks the pivot of its opposite group again, it can ensure
that it precedes all the members of its opposite group (line
17S) and becomes the final winner. Therefore, the proce-

dure needs to check at most (2M − 2) times, leading to the
time complexity O(M ). This argument also leads to the
following lemma.
Group 0

pivot0 = p0i

pivot1 = p11

p0i+1

p0i+2

p12

p13

p14
Group 1

...
p1j

Figure 2. Illustration for the S ECONDAGREE MENT procedure, Algo. 3
Lemma 3.1. The process winner 6=⊥ whose ref is returned by S ECONDAGREEMENT precedes all processes of
the other group.
Proof. Let the final winner (6=⊥) be W. Since the O R DERING procedure returns the earlier process between two
processes winner and next in the same round roundi (cf.
Lemma 3.3), the final winner W precedes all processes that
are checked in the repeat-until loop (lines 7S - 17S). What
we need to prove is that all processes in the other group
¬w_gId have been checked in the loop. Indeed,
• if the winner has never been changed (i.e.
winner = previous all the time), the next member
of the group ¬w_gId in a round-robin manner (line
16S) will be checked against winner until the repeatuntil loop makes a complete round via all members of
the group ¬w_gId (line 17S).
• if the winner has ever changed to a member W̃ of
the other group ¬w_gId, W̃ will continue to check the
next member after the previous winner previous in a
round-robin manner (lines 14S and 16S) until either all
members of W̃ ’s opposite group have been checked
within the loop or a member of W̃ ’s opposite group
precedes W̃ . That means in each iteration, regardless
of whether winner is changed or not, the next member
in one of the two groups will be checked in a roundrobin manner, starting from the group pivot (lines 4S
and 5S). Since members of each group is checked consecutively and the loop finishes when the pivot of a
group G̃ is checked again, all members of the group
G̃ are checked when the loop finishes. The fact that
the final winner W belongs to the other group G 6= G̃
when the loop finishes implies that all members of W’s
opposite group have been checked in the loop.

We now show that values of shared variables (e.g. 2W R
and 1W R) used by the F IRSTAGREEMENT and S ECONDAGREEMENT procedures belong to pi ’s round, and thus the
correctness of the LLC algorithm comes directly from the
SLC correctness proof in [10]. The shared variables are
read in the O RDERING procedure (Algo. 5). The procedure
ensures that the values read from the shared variables belong to pi ’s round by checking that the processes writing to
the shared variables are in pi ’s round both before and after
reading the variables (lines 1O and 6O).
Particularly, pi invokes the C HECK ROUND procedure
(cf. Algo. 4) to check whether processes f irst and k are
still in pi ’s round before and after it reads the shared variables 2W R[f irst][k], 1W R[f irst][gId] and 1W R[k][gId]
(lines 1O, 5O and 6O). The C HECK ROUND(f irst, k) procedure returns i) ⊥ if pi ’s round has finished (line 4H), ii)
f irst if process pf irst is in pi ’s round and pk ’s round has
finished (line 6H) or iii) pi ’s round if both pf irst and pk are
in pi ’s round (line 8H). These result from the Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.2. In the C HECK ROUND procedure (Algo. 4),
from line 5H, roundf irst = roundi and roundk ≤
roundf irst .
Proof. Since i) processes’ round numbers are increasing
(cf. Requirement 3.1, item 1), ii) f irst is initialized to i
before pi calls O RDERING (lines 2F in Algo. 2 and 2S in
Algo. 3) and iii) roundi is unchanged while pi is executing L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS (cf. Requirement 3.1, items
1 and 3), roundf irst ≥ roundi in the C HECK ROUND procedure. Therefore, from line 5H, roundf irst = roundi
and thus roundk ≤ (roundi =) roundf irst (otherwise,
the procedure returned early at line 4H).
Algorithm 4 C HECK ROUND(f irst, k: process index) invoked by process pi

Output: ⊥, f irst or pi ’s round number.
1H: roundi ← ROU N D[i] // Get pi ’s round
2H: M_R EAD({roundf irst , roundk }, {ROU N D[f irst], ROU N D[k]})
3H: if roundi < roundf irst or roundi < roundk then
4H:
return ⊥ // pi ’s round has finished.
5H: else if roundf irst > roundk then
6H:
return f irst // roundi = roundf irst and roundk has finished
⇒ Ignore k.
7H: else
8H:
return roundk // roundi = roundf irst = roundk ⇒ Return
the round number
9H: end if

Lemma 3.3. The O RDERING procedure returns
• ⊥ only if pi ’s round (or roundi for short) has finished.

Algorithm 5 O RDERING(f irst, k: index; gId: bit) invoked
by process pi

Output: {⊥,⊥} or {index, proposal}
1O: checkR1 ← C HECK ROUND(f irst, k)
2O: if checkR1 =⊥ then
3O:
return {⊥, ⊥} // roundi has finished.
4O: end if
5O: 2wrf irst,k ← 2W R[f irst][k]; 1wrf irst ← 1W R[f irst][gId];
1wrk ← 1W R[k][gId]
6O: checkR2 ← C HECK ROUND(f irst, k)
7O: if checkR2 =⊥ then
8O:
return {⊥, ⊥}
9O: end if
10O: if checkR1 = f irst or checkR2 = f irst then
11O:
return {f irst, 1wrf irst } // roundi = roundf irst and
roundk has finished ⇒ Ignore k.
12O: end if
// roundi = roundf irst = roundk and 2wrf irst,k , 1wrf irst
and 1wrk are values in round roundi
13O: if 2wrf irst,k = 1wrk then
14O:
return {f irst, 1wrf irst }
15O: else
16O:
return {k, 1wrk }
17O: end if

• a pair {index, proposal} in which proposal is
pindex ’s proposal in pi ’s round and index is either
the preceding between f irst and k in the case that
both are being in pi ’s round, or f irst in the case that
roundk has finished and roundf irst = roundi .
Proof. The first part of this lemma is clear from the O R DERING pseudocode. The procedure returns ⊥ iff C HECK ROUND (Algo. 4) returns ⊥ (lines 3O and 8O). C HECK ROUND returns ⊥ only if roundi has finished (line 4H).
Now we prove the second part of the lemma. The
procedure returns a pair {index, proposal} only at lines
11O, 14O and 16O. Since i) C HECK ROUND is executed
both before and after variable 1W R[f irst][gId] are read
(lines 1O, 5O and 6O), ii) C HECK ROUND doesn’t return
⊥ at lines 3O and 8O only if roundf irst = roundi (cf.
Lemma 3.2) and iii) roundi is unchanged while pi is executing L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS (cf. Requirement 3.1,
items 1 and 3), the value 1wrf irst returned at line 11O is
the value of 1W R[f irst][gId] within roundi . Note that
1W R[f irst][gId] is written only by process pf irst .
Similarly, the values 2wrf irst,k and 1wrk used from line
13O are the values of 2W R[f irst][k] and 1W R[k][gId]
within roundi . Indeed, the fact that C HECK ROUND doesn’t
return ⊥ nor f irst both before and after the values are read
(lines 1O, 5O, 6O) ensures that the values are read within
roundi (cf. Algo. 4). Therefore, 1wrf irst returned at lines
11O and 14O, and 1wrk returned at line 16O are the proposals of processes f irst and k in roundi .
We prove the last part of the lemma. It is clear from the
O RDERING and C HECK ROUND pseudocodes that the O R DERING procedure returns f irst at line 11O only if roundk

has finished and roundf irst = roundi (cf. line 6H, Algo.
4).
In the case roundi = roundf irst = roundk (i.e
from line 13O), since i) f irst is initialized to i and ii)
1W R[i][gId] and 2W R[i][k] are atomically updated to pi ’s
proposal in roundi before pi calls O RDERING (lines 1F, 2F
in Algo. 2 and 1S, 2S in Algo. 3), if 2wrf irst,k = 1wrk ,
the process k has come after the process f irst and overwritten 2W R[f irst][k]. Therefore, f irst is the preceding and
is returned (line 14O). Otherwise, k is the preceding and is
returned (line 16O). Note that the proposal data is unique
for each process.
Lemma 3.4. The time complexity of the L ONG L IVED C ON SENSUS procedure is O(N ).
Proof. The time complexity of C HECK ROUND is O(1) and
thus the time complexity of O RDERING is also O(1). Since
F ISRTAGREEMENT scans M = N2+2 processes of pi ’s
group to find the earliest one, its time complexity is O(N ).
Since S ECONDAGREEMENT checks at most N processes in
the repeat-until loop (cf. Fig. 2), its time complexity is also
O(N ). Therefore, the time complexity of L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS is O(N ).
Lemma 3.5. For any wait-free consensus protocols using
only the M _A SSIGNMENT operation and read/write registers, the optimal space complexity is O(N 2 ).
Proof. It has been proved that in any wait-free consensus
protocols using only the M _A SSIGNMENT operation and
read/write registers, each pair of processes must have a register that is written only by those two processes (cf. the
proof of Theorem 13 in [10]). Therefore, for N processes
there must be at least N (N2−1) registers, which means that
the optimal space complexity is O(N 2 ).
Lemma 3.6. The space complexity of the LLC object is
O(N 2 ), the optimal.
Proof. From the set of variables used to construct the LLC
object (cf. Algo. 1), the space complexity of the LLC object
is obviously O(N 2 ) due to array REG. Due to Lemma 3.5,
the space complexity of the LLC object is optimal.

4

Wait-free Read-Modify-Write Objects for
N = 2M − 2

In this section, we present a wait-free read-modifywrite (RMW) object for N = (2M − 2) processes using
M_A SSIGNMENT operations. Since the M_A SSIGNMENT
operation has consensus number (2M − 2), we cannot construct any wait-free objects for more than (2M − 2) processes using only this operation and read/write registers
[10]. The idea is to divide the execution of the RMW object

into consecutive rounds. Processes belonging to the same
round each suggests an order of these processes’ functions
to be executed on the object in that round, and then invokes the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure in Section
3 to achieve an agreement among these processes. Since
each process executes one function on the RMW object at
a time, functions are ordered according to both the round in
which their matching processes participate and the agreed
order among processes in the same round.
Definition 4.1. A function is considered executed in a round
iff its result is made within that round.
Definition 4.2. A process is considered participating in a
round iff its function is executed in that round.
Definition 4.3. A round r is considered finished when all
participating processes of this round achieve agreement. At
that time, these participating processes finish the round r.
Definition 4.4. A function f is executed by a process p in a
round r iff f is included in p’s proposal and p is the winner
of the long-lived consensus protocol among the participating processes of the round r.
Algorithm 6 Data structures and variables used in Algo. 7

P roposal: record owner, round, response[1..N ], toggle[1..N ], value
end.
BU F [1...N ]: record curBuf, P RO[0..1] of P roposal end. In
BU F [i], P RO[curBuf ] is the current buffer for pi ’s proposed data,
which is called P ROi [curBuf ] for short. P ROi [¬curBuf ] is pi ’s
currently shared (read-only) buffer. Only pi can write to BU F [i]
W IN N ER[1...N ] of P roposal: W IN N ER[i] contains the reference/address of the buffer containing the agreed proposal in the latest
round in which pi participates. Only pi can write to W IN N ER[i].
F U N [1...N ]: F U N [i] contains the function most recently suggested by
process pi . Only pi can write to F U N [i].
COU [1...N ]: COU [i] contains the latest round pi has finished. Only pi
can write to COU [i].
FAST S CAN (): scans a set of size less than 2M using the M -register
read/write operations. Its time complexity and space complexity are Θ(1)
[2]

Particularly, a process pi , which wants to execute a function f on the RMW object, invokes the RMW procedure
(Algo. 7) with function f as its parameter. The function,
together with a toggle bit, is written to a shared variable
F U N [i] so as to inform other processes (line 2). F U N [i]
is read-only for other processes pj , j 6= i. Processes, when
making a proposal, will scan all N elements of F U N to extract the functions that have not been executed yet based on
their toggle bit (lines 18 and 20). Since each process executes one function on the RMW object at a time, the toggle
bit is sufficient to check if a process’ current function has
been executed (cf. Lemma 4.6).
In order to use the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure,
each process needs to manage its own round number, which

Algorithm 7 RMW(f: function) invoked by process pi
1: togglei ← ¬F U N [i].toggle
2: F U N [i] ← {f, togglei }
3: for l in 1...2 do
4:
coui ← FAST S CAN(COU ); roundi ← max1≤j≤N coui [j] +
1; Let k be an index such that coui [k] = max1≤j≤N coui [j]
5:
resk ← copy(W IN N ER[k])
6:
if COU [resk .owner] 6= coui [k] and resk .toggle[i] = togglei
then
7:
return resk .response[i] // The winner has started a new round
⇒ roundi has finished
8:
else if COU [resk .owner] 6= coui [k] and resk .toggle[i] 6=
togglei then
9:
continue // roundi has finished but F U N [i] of roundi hasn’t
been executed. Retry.
10:
end if
11:
if roundi ≤ resk .round and resk .toggle[i] = togglei then
12:
return resk .response[i] // roundi has finished ⇒ pi returns.
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:

is increasing. At this moment, round numbers are assumed
to be unbounded for the sake of simplicity and solutions to
make round numbers bounded are presented in Section 6. A
process pi records the latest round it has finished in variable
COU [i], which is read-only to other processes pj , j 6= i
(line 37). The process pi , when invoking RMW, first scans
all N elements of COU to find the most recent round number roundi , the round it will belong to (line 4). This ensures that a process gets a round number r only if the round
(r − 1) has finished (cf. Lemma 4.1). The round number
then is written to a shared data P ROi (lines 16 and 17),
where the data structure of P ROi is described in Algo. 6.
These make the RMW procedure satisfy the requirement
for using the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure (cf. Requirement 3.1).
After getting a round number roundi , pi creates its own
proposal for the long-lived consensus protocol in roundi .
It finds one of the participating processes of the latest round
(e.g pk ) and reads its result (e.g. W IN N ER[k]) (lines
4-5). The read value is checked to ensure that it is the
result of round (roundi − 1) (lines 6-14) (cf. Lemma
4.3). The result, which contains responses to functions that
have been executed up to round (roundi − 1), is copied
to pi ’s proposal P ROi so that if P ROi .response[j] =
resk .response[j], ∀j, the field P ROi .response[j] is kept
unchanged. The same approach is used for the toggle field
of P ROi (cf. the P roposal data structure in Algo. 6).
Only responses/toggle-bits corresponding to the processes
that have submitted a new function to F U N , are updated to
new values (lines 18-22). This approach results in an important property of our RMW procedure:

else if roundi ≤ resk .round and resk [i].toggle 6= toggle
then
continue // roundi has finished, but F U N [i] of roundi hasn’t
been executed. Retry.
end if
// roundi = resk .round + 1 ⇒ Compute pi ’s proposal data
bufi ← &P ROi [curBuf ] // use bufi as the reference/address
of pi ’s P RO[curBuf ]
bufi ← copy(resk ); bufi .round ← roundi ; bufi .owner ←
i
f uni ← FAST S CAN(F U N );
for j in 1...N do
if f uni [j].toggle 6= bufi .toggle[j] then
bufi .toggle[j] ← f uni [j].toggle;
bufi .response[j] ← bufi .value; bufi .value ←
f uni [j](bufi .value)
end if
end for
Property 4.1. For any process pi , if its current function f
// long-lived consensus
winner ← L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS(bufi )
has been executed in a round r, the response to f in any proif winner =⊥ then
cess’
buffer is kept unchanged until pi submit a new function
if l = 2 then
to
F
U
N [i].
coui ← FAST S CAN(COU ); Let k be an index such that
coui [k] = max1≤j≤N coui [j]
resk ← copy(W IN N ER[k])
Since pi submits a new function only when making anreturn resk .response[i] // pi ’s 2nd try and roundi finother invocation of the RMW procedure (line 2), this propished ⇒ response[i] must be ready.
erty implies that if a process pi obtains a reference to a
else
buffer
containing the response to pi ’s function f in a round
continue // roundi was finished and a new round has started
end if
r, it can later use this reference to get the correct response
else if winner.toggle[i] 6= togglei then
to its function f even if that buffer has been re-used for a
continue // winner didn’t execute F U N [i] ⇒ Retry one more
proposal
of later rounds r 0 > r.
round
After creating a proposal bufi , an order of functions
else
M_A SSIGNMENT({W IN N ER[i], COU [i]}, {winner, roundi }) to be executed on the RMW object in round roundi , pi
if winner.owner = i then
uses the long-lived consensus object developed in Section
BU F [i].curBuf ← ¬BU F [i].curBuf // pi is the win3
to achieve an agreement among processes in roundi (line
ner ⇒ prepare a buffer for the next round
25). If pi ’s function has been executed in the agreement,
end if
return winner.response[i]
pi atomically writes the agreement winner and its round
end if
roundi to W IN N ER[i] and COU [i] (line 37) before reend for

turning the response winner.response[i] (line 41).
Each process pi has two buffers: the working buffer
P ROi [curBuf ] is used to create proposal data and the

shared buffer P ROi [¬curBuf ] is used to share the proposal data that has been chosen by the consensus protocol.
If processes agree on pi ’s proposal, pi prepares the working
buffer for the next round by triggering its curBuf bit (line
39).
One of the biggest challenges in designing the RMW
object using M _A SSIGNMENT operations is that proposal data cannot be stored in one register whereas the
M _A SSIGNMENT operation can atomically write M values to M memory locations only if the values each can be
stored in one register. Our RMW object overcomes the
problem by ensuring Property 4.1 and using references to
proposal data, instead of proposal data, as inputs for the
L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure. The consensus procedure returns an agreed address of a buffer containing a
proposal. If the proposal contains a response to pi ’s function, the response will be kept unchanged until pi gets the
response and returns from the RMW procedure according
to Property 4.1. Therefore, processes still achieve an agreed
order of their functions executed on the RMW object although the buffer may be re-used for later rounds.

4.1

Correctness proofs

Lemma 4.1. If no process has finished a round r, no process can obtain a round number r 0 ≥ (r + 1).
Proof. Since a process pi writes its current round roundi
to COU [i] (Algo. 7, line 37) only if roundi has finished
(i.e. an agreement among participating processes of roundi
has been achieved), a process pn obtain a round number
roundn = max1≤k≤N COU [k] + 1 (Algo. 7, line 4) only
if the round roundn − 1 has finished.
Lemma 4.2. The value resk used from line 11 is a correct
copy of presk .owner ’s shared buffer.
Proof. The problem may happen is that when pi makes
a copy resk of W IN N ER[k] buffer (line 5), the buffer
has been re-used (or has become the working buffer)
for a later round. Note that W IN N ER[k] contains the
reference to the buffer containing proposal data due to
M _A SSIGNMENT’s register-size restriction. We prove the
lemma by contradiction.
Assume that this scenario happens. Let rounda be the
round at which W IN N ER[k] is updated with a reference
to rounda ’s winning buffer Buf f er1 that is being copied
by pi at line 5. Since i) W IN N ER[k] and COU [k] are updated in one atomic step using M_A SSIGNMENT (line 37)
and ii) COU [k] is always increasing, coui [k] ≤ rounda .
Let po be the owner of Buf f er1 . Since Buf f er1 is
now po ’s currently working buffer in a round roundb , there
exists a smallest round rounde , rounda < rounde <
roundb , in which po was again the winner (line 39 is the

only place po switches its working and shared buffers).
Since COU [k] is updated with rounde (line 37) before
the buffer Buf f er1 is switched from po ’s shared buffer
to po ’s working buffer in order to be reused (line 39),
COU [k] was changed to rounde before pi finishes copying
Buf f er1 . Since po ’s round number is always increasing,
COU [o] ≥ rounde > rounda ≥ coui [k], which makes the
algorithm either return earlier (line 7) or retry to read the
value again (line 9), a contradiction to the hypothesis that
this resk value is used from line 11.
Lemma 4.3. The value resk used to make pi ’s proposal
in round roundi (line 17, Algo. 7) is the result of round
(roundi − 1).
Proof. Due to Lemma 4.2, resk from line 11 is the result
of the latest round that pk has finished until the time pi
reads that value at line 5. That round number is recorded in
resk .round. Since i) from line 17 roundi > resk .round
(otherwise, the procedure returned at line 12 or retried at
line 14) and ii) resk .round ≥ coui [k]( since the round
number is always increasing) and iii) coui [k] = (roundi −
1) (line 4), we have roundi > resk .round ≥ (roundi −1).
Therefore, resk .round = (roundi − 1) or, in other words,
resk used at line 17 is the result of round (roundi − 1).
Lemma 4.4. After a process pi retries at line 9, 14, 32 or
35 in Algo. 7, pi ’s function F U N [i] will be executed by the
winner of the next round at the latest.
Proof. Since i) pi declares its latest function in F U N [i]
before roundi finishes (lines 2 and 4) and ii) processes
obtain the round number (roundi + 1) only if roundi
has finished (cf. Lemma 4.1), processes participating in
round (roundi + 1) will definitely observe pi ’s function
when scanning F U N at line 18. The winner of round
(roundi + 1) will realize that F U N [i] has not been executed (line 20) since resk is the result of round roundi due
to Lemma 4.3. Hence, F U N [i] will be definitely executed
by the winner of round roundi + 1.
Therefore, if pi ’s function has not been executed by the
winner of roundi and pi retries and participates in a round
roundj ≥ roundi + 1, pi will get the response to its function in roundj
Lemma 4.5. Every process pi will return with the response
to its function after at most 2 iterations (line 3, Algo. 7).
Proof. From Lemma 4.4, pi ’s function will be executed at
the latest in the round roundj in which pi participates during its second try. If pi returns at line 7, 12 or 41, the returned value is the response to its function due to Property
4.1. However, it may happens that roundj has finished just
before the invocation of the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure (line 25), making the procedure returns ⊥ (line 26).

In this case, pi scans COU to get the result resk of a round
roundr ≥ roundj , and resk .response[i] contains the response to pi ’s function due to Property 4.1 (lines 28-30).
Therefore, pi will return with the response to its function
after executing at most 2 iterations.
Lemma 4.6. The RMW procedure is linearizable.
Proof. (Sketch) Assume that RMW(f ) is invoked by process pi . Within each round, participating processes achieve
an agreement on the order of their functions to be executed
using the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure and thus the
functions of the participating processes each takes effect at
one point within the execution of that round.
On the other hand, a function that has been executed in a
round will never be executed in later rounds. Indeed, since
i) a function and its toggle bit are atomically declared only
once at the beginning of RMW by its unique owner/process
(line 2) and ii) the value resk used to make pi ’s proposal in
round roundi (line 17) is the result of round (roundi − 1)
(Lemma 4.3) and iii) executing a function and updating its
toggle bit in the result of a round by a process pi occur atomically to other processes due to the way of constructing pi ’s
proposal (lines 21-22), pi can check whether pj ’s function
has been executed by just comparing F U N [j].toggle and
resk .toggle[i] (line 20).
Therefore, there is a unique point in the whole execution
(including many rounds) at which the function f takes effect. Since pi doesn’t invoke another RMW(f 0 ) before its
previous RMW(f ) has been completed, the unique point is
the linearization point of the RMW(f ).
Lemma 4.7. The RMW procedure is a wait-free readmodify-write operation with the time complexity of O(N ).
Proof. Since the time complexity of L ONG L IVED C ON SENSUS is O(N ) (Lemma 3.4) and RMW returns after
at most two iterations of its for-loop, the time complexity
of RMW is O(N ). This also implies that RMW is waitfree.
Lemma 4.8. The space complexity of the wait-free RMW
object is O(N 2 ), the optimal.
Proof. From the set of variables used to construct the RMW
object (cf. Algo. 6), we see that the P roposal record has
space complexity O(N ), leading to the space complexity
of the BU F and W IN N ER arrays is O(N 2 ). Since the
space complexity of the L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure, which is used in the RMW procedure (line 25, Algo.
7), is also O(N 2 ) (cf. Lemma 3.6), the space complexity of
the RMW object is O(N 2 ).
On the other hand, any general wait-free RMW object
(i.e. there is no restriction on function f ) for N processes
can be used as a building block to construct a wait-free

(short-lived) consensus protocol for N processes with space
complexity O(1) (cf. the corresponding function f for the
consensus protocol in Algo. 8). Due to Lemma 3.5, the
space complexity of general wait-free RMW objects using
only the M _A SSIGNMENT operation and read/write registers is at least O(N 2 ). This means the space complexity
O(N 2 ) of the new wait-free RMW object (Algo. 7) is optimal.
Algorithm 8 Function F(agreement) invoked by process
pi

Input: agreement must be initialized to ⊥ before the consensus protocol starts.
1: if agreement =⊥ then
2:
return pi ’s proposal;
3: else
4:
return agreement;
5: end if

5

(2M −3)-Resilient Read-Modify-Write Objects for Arbitrary N

In this section, we present a (2M − 3)-resilient
object for an arbitrary number N of processes using
M _A SSIGNMENT operations. Since the operation has consensus number (2M − 2), we cannot construct any objects
that tolerate more than (2M − 3) faulty processes using
only the M _A SSIGNMENT operation and read/write registers [5].
Let D = (2M − 2) and, without loss of generality, assume that N = D K , where K is an integer. The idea is to
construct a balanced tree with degree of D. Processes start
from the leaves at level K and climb up to the first level
of the tree, the level just below the root. When visiting a
node at level i, 2 ≤ i ≤ K, a process pi calls the wait-free
L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS procedure (cf. Section 3) for its
D sibling processes/nodes to find an agreement on which
process will be their representative that will climb up to the
higher level.
The representative process of pi ’s D siblings at level l
will participate in the wait-free L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS
procedure with its D siblings at level (l + 1) and so on until
the representative reaches level 1 of the tree at which there
are exact D nodes. At this level, the D processes/nodes
invoke the wait-free RMW procedure for D processes (cf.
Section 4).
Processes that are not chosen to be the representative
stop climbing the tree and repeatedly check the final result
until their function is executed. After that they return with
the corresponding response.
Particularly, a process pi that wants to execute a function f on the resilient RMW object invokes the R ESILIEN T RMW procedure with f as its parameter (cf. Algo. 9).

Algorithm 9 R ESILIENT RMW(f : function) invoked by
process pi
1R: togglei ← ¬F U N [i].toggle
2R: F U N [i] ← {f, togglei }
3R: if C ANDIDATE(i) = true then
4R:
return RMW(f ); // Wait-free read-modify-write object for 2M −
2 candidate processes
5R: else
6R:
// Repeatedly check results with exponential backoff
7R:
repeat
8R:
coui ← M_S CAN(COU); Let k be an index such that
coui [k] = max1≤j≤N coui [j]
9R:
result ← copy(W IN N ER[k])
10R:
if result.toggle[i] 6= togglei then
11R:
Backoff before checking again.
12R:
end if
13R:
until result.toggle[i] = togglei
14R:
return result.response[i]
15R: end if

Algorithm 10 C ANDIDATE(i: index) invoked by process pi
1C: coui ← M_S CAN(COU ); roundi ← max1≤j≤N coui [j] + 1;
2C: bufi .round ← roundi ; bufi .owner ← i
3C: for l = K − 1 to 2 do
4C:
winner ← L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS l (bufi ) // Achieve an
agreement among pi ’s D siblings at level l about who is their representative. Returning the ID of the winning process
5C:
if winner =⊥ or winner 6= i then
6C:
return false;
7C:
end if
8C: end for
9C: return true

The process checks whether it successfully climbs up to
level 1 by calling the C ANDIDATE procedure (line 3R and
Algo. 10) and if so, it invokes the wait-free RMW procedure for (2M − 2) siblings at level 1 (line 4R). Otherwise,
pi repeatedly reads the result to check if its function has
been executed as in the RMW procedure (lines 8R, 9R and
14R). In order to reduce the contention level on the shared
variables COU and W IN N ER, R ESILIENT RMW delays
for a while between two consecutive reads using the backoff
mechanism [3].
The RMW procedure used in the R ESILIENT RMW procedure is the same as the RMW procedure in previous section except that i) RMW doesn’t initialize F U N [i] since
F U N [i] is initialized at line 2R and ii) the FAST S CAN
function, which takes a snapshot of 2M registers using
M _A SSIGNMENT operations with time complexity O(1),
is replaced by M_S CAN that takes a snapshot of arbitrary
N registers using M _R EAD and M _A SSIGNMENT operaN 2
tions with time complexity of O(( M
) ) [2]. This leads to
the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. For the correct processes4 that execute RMW,
the time complexity of their R ESILIENT RMW is O(N 2 ) if
4 Correct processes are processes that do not crash in the object execution.

M is a constant and is O(N log N ) if the ratio
stant.

N
M

is a con-

Proof. The time complexity of RMW using M_S CAN
N 2
N 2
) ) is max{O(( M
) ), O(N )}.
with time complexity O(( M
Since C ANDIDATE invokes L ONG L IVED C ONSENSUS with
time complexity O(D) at each of log N levels, the
time complexity of C ANDIDATE is O((2M − 2) log N ).
Therefore, the time complexity of R ESILIENT RMW is
N 2
) ), O(N )} + O((2M − 2) log N ). If M is a
max{O(( M
N
constant, the time complexity becomes O(N 2 ). If M
=
α, where α is a constant, the the complexity becomes
O(N log N ).
Lemma 5.2. The R ESELIENT RMW object is (2M − 3)
resilient for an arbitrary number N of processes.
Proof. (Sketch) We will prove that correct processes always
return with the response to its function if at most (2M −
3) R ESILIENT RMW accesses to the object fail (cf. the tresilient model in Section 2).
Since at most (2M − 3) processes fail, at least one of
(2M − 2) processes at level 1 is correct and successfully
executes the RMW procedure, ensuring that the final result exists. Due to Property 4.1, the responses to processes’
functions in the final result are kept unchanged until processes submit a new function. Therefore, the response returned at line 4R or 14R is the response to pi ’s function.
That means every correct process pi will eventually get its
response and return via either repeatedly checking the final
result (line 14R) or executing the wait-free RMW procedure at level 1 (line 4R).

6

Bounded round numbers

Active processes pi that are participating in the most
recent instance of the long-lived protocol need a mechanism to distinguish them from slow/sleepy processes. The
bounded version of the long-lived protocol can be obtained by replacing the unbounded round number with the
(bounded) leadership graph suggested in [9]. In the graph,
an incoming process pi invokes the A DVANCE operation to
become one of the leaders of the graph. Processes that are
current leaders belong to the most recent round whereas
processes that are no longer leaders are slow processes.
Therefore, the leadership graph can help distinguish active processes from slow processes, satisfying the requirement of the long-lived protocol. Another approach to bound
the round number is to use the transforming technique presented in [7]. The technique can transform any unbounded
algorithm based on an asynchronous rounds structure into a
bounded algorithm in a way that preserves correctness and
running time.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, based on the intrinsic features of emerging media/graphics processing unit architectures we have
generalized the architectures to an abstract model of a chip
with multiple SIMD cores sharing a memory. For this general model, which does not support strong synchronization primitives like test-and-set and compare-and-swap, we
have developed a wait-free long-lived consensus object for
N = (2M − 2) cores, where M is the number of hardware threads on each core. The time complexity of the new
consensus algorithm is O(N ), which is better than the time
complexity O(N 2 ) of the well-known short-lived consensus algorithm on the same setting [10]. Using the long-lived
consensus object, we have developed a wait-free long-lived
read-modify-write (RMW) object for N = (2M − 2) with
time complexity O(N ). In the case N > (2M − 2), we
have developed a (2M − 3)-resilient RMW object for an
arbitrary number N of cores.
The results presented in this paper provide a starting
point to bridge the gap between the lack of synchronization
mechanisms in recent GPU architectures and the need of
synchronization mechanisms in parallel applications. The
results show that wait-free programming is possible for
GPUs, extending the set of parallel applications that can utilize the ubiquitous and powerful computational hardware.
Last but not least, the results demonstrate that it is possible to construct wait-free synchronization mechanisms for
GPUs without the need of strong synchronization primitives
in hardware, implying more transistors in GPUs can be devoted to data processing and intensive computing instead of
strong synchronization primitives.
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